Create the Museum of You!
Part 3: Art

Museums are places that tell stories. Sometimes there are objects inside and sometimes they are outside. Use the pages after this to help you decide what to draw. You can even use the fancy frame for your drawings. What art will tell a story about you?

Let’s make self-portraits to hang in our museums!

• Do you want to paint? Draw? Trace? Will you use markers, crayons, a pencil?

• Look closely at yourself in a mirror. What shapes do you see? Start by drawing those and add details as you go along

• What colors do you want to use? Do you want your portrait to look like you? Are you going to use lots of shades of one color?

Let’s make art to hang in our museums!

• What story would you like to tell that you haven’t been able to using the other collections in your museum?

• Do you want this to be real or pretend? Do you want to draw your house, or your house with wings?

• How can you show people what dreams and thoughts are in your head? Can you draw or paint them?

Have fun and do it all again! Share your collections with @capjewishmuseum or with me via email: sfry@capitaljewishmuseum.org. Come back next week for the next step in creating your own museum!
MUSEUM FROM HOME

- Fill with your Favorite Colors
- Draw yourself doing your favorite activity
- Draw something you like
- Draw a fun doodle
- Write a Wish
- Show what’s unique about you
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